ANIMAL ENTRY FORM 2020
Please only complete this form if you have organised your own animal or are providing ballot animals. Participants aged under 16 years can enter two
animals each, participants aged 16 years and over may enter up to three animals. Participants with two or three animals need to be able to prepare, marshal
and exhibit the two to three animals themselves.

NAME OF EXHIBIT

TATOO

D.O.B

E.g. Jack in the box ABCP123 3/7/18
Fred

Sex

Breed

Sire

Male Gelbvieh Jack in the Box Jim

Dam

NAME of LEADER

Jack in the box Jane

Bob Marley

Animals
Experience
Suitable for
Pee wees

Animals Owner

Mobile

Email
Property Identification Number (PIC)
Public Liability policy no. ___________________________________________





I agree that all my animals are tractable.
I understand that my animals must be pestivirus tested, and I will provide test results upon submitting my animal’s entries.
I agree to supply a health declaration and National Vendor Declaration when my cattle arrive at the venue.
I agree that I have Public Liability policy and have the documents available to be sent in with the entry form OR to be sited at the camp when the
cattle arrive
 I ensure that all my Livestock will be tick free when arriving at the venue. I also understand that if Livestock are traveling from Tick Areas, I am
responsible for booking in and Spraying at the Borders spraying Facilities: Arartula and/or Tweed Heads.
 I understand that due to circumstances and experience of entrants, not all my animals I have entered may be used.
 I Understand that any sickness that cattle may develop, will not be held responsible to the Gelbvieh Youth: All-Breeds Classic Committee or The
Australian Gelbvieh Association
Signature

Date

Please ensure you have all documentations and forms required before sending in the entry form.

